A proposal for scientific framework enabling specific population drug dosing recommendations.
Over the last 3 decades, there has been little change in the paradigm to derive dosing recommendations for specific populations (e.g., renal failure, elderly, or obese patients) despite better understanding of clearance pathways in these groups and availability of modeling and simulation tools. Dosing recommendations for specific populations are often incomplete or unavailable at the time of drug approval. Currently, there is no regulatory framework to incorporate model-based dosing recommendations for specific populations. This paper proposes a scientific framework for using modeling and simulation to support specific population dosing recommendations. This framework creates a knowledgebase of drug and population attributes where model-based approaches can be developed to inform dosing recommendations. The framework may benefit patients by having reliable dosing information at the time of drug approval. Patients with conditions where studies are difficult to perform would benefit from dosing based on state-of-the-art knowledge. Industry and regulators would benefit from a scientific and efficient approach to improve specific population prediction. A research approach to determine specific population dose prediction is discussed along with challenges and risks. We hope to initiate a dialogue to explore the role of modeling based on data for drugs with similar clearance mechanisms to predict drug dosing.